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Man and his environment
L’homme et son environnement

MANUEL

CASTELLS

Urban renewal and social conflict in Paris*

1. Introduction

&dquo;Urban problems&dquo; are increasingly becoming a political issue as the socialization of the means of production is accompanied by the increasing socialization of the means of consumption or, if one prefers, from the moment
collective facilities begin to play a strategic role in the structure and rhythms of
everyday life.
It is to be expected that we should be witnessing growing administrative
intervention in this field, whether to adjust the dysfunctioning of the urban
structure (or, through it, of the social structure), or to carry out a policy whose
evolution is capable of being oriented in favour of the long-term interests
of the overall social system of which administrative bodies are the institutional
expression. Urban planning thus becomes the nerve centre of urban development, less as its motor than as a reflection of profound trends.
On the other hand, inasmuch as &dquo;the city&dquo; is not a framework but a social
practice in constant flux the more it becomes an issue, the more it is a source
of contradictions and the more its social manipulation is linked to the ensemble
of social and political conflicts. A whole series of relationships thus grows
up between the conflictual field, specifically linked to urban contradictions,
and the conjuncture of social movements. By social movements we mean
a certain type of organization of social practices, the logic of whose development contradicts the institutionally dominant social logic. Consequently,
research is faced with a series of problems. On the one hand, we must establish the social significance of urban planning interventions above and beyond
the coherence of documents and urban plans, in which are, mostly, ideological
expressions. Furthermore, we must conceive of opposition to decisions relat*This is a translated and modified version of a paper presented at the colloquium organized
by the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique in Toulouse, June 1-4, 1971, &dquo;L’analyse
interdisciplinaire de la croissance urbaine&dquo;.
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ing to urban planning as something more than &dquo;consumer-reaction&dquo; and,
consequently, we must link it to the whole range of social contradictions and
look into the conditions for the emergence and the determination of the objectives of social movements in the urban field. Finally, on a basis of the elements emerging from analysis on these two levels, we shall study their specific
articulation, that is, the reciprocal interactions between urban planning interventions and the social dynamic in its different orientations: participationist,
focussed on claims or contestatory.
We shall try to press forward with the concrete treatment of this set of problems through an examination of the process of urban renewal in Paris-city
and through an analysis (largely exploratory for the moment) of the protest
movements relating to it 1.
~

2. The social content of urban renewal in Paris
The urban renewal programme is one of the most spectacular urban programmes
to have been undertaken in Paris; it is certainly the one which has provoked
the biggest public outcry 2.
The renewal programme in the strict sense of the term, has two essential
characteristics:
1) It concerns an already structured social space, of which it changes the form,
the social content and/or function.
2) It is based on public initiative, whatever the legal or financial form of the
renewal agency, where private enterprise may take over the work, as in the
case of Opératioll Italie, though remaining within the overall plan traced by
urbanistic intervention. If other operations, limited in scope, carried out by
private promoters, are sometimes related to the renewal programme, they are
not as significant since
apart from the fact that they are not on the same
scale
quantitatively they are not the expression of an overall urbanistic
logic as is the case with the renewal programme, which allows us to grasp
the orientation of urban planning in relation to the area of Paris-city.
This renewal programme, of which the first appreciable post-war achievements were set in motion in 1955-1956, rapidly gathered speed up to the
-

-

1. For a theoretical analysis of these themes, see our communication to the VIIth World
Congress of Sociology, Varna, 1970: "Propositions th&eacute;oriques pour une &eacute;tude exp&eacute;rimentale des mouvements sociaux urbains" (Theoretical propositions for an experimental study
of urban social movements).
2. The renewal programme is accompanied by two other operations, conservation and
rehabilitation, which play a privileged role in certain historic quarters, such as the Marais.
Their dimensions are, however, fairly small. We have limited ourselves to studying the
renewal process itself, namely the demolition and reconditioning of a certain area in order
to put up new constructions. Finally, to the extent that our aim is to grasp the logic of
urban planning, we have left limited renewal operations based on purely private initiative

aside.
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launching, in 1966, of a large Italie-13 operation, which should take several
years to complete; preparations are currently afoot to hand almost the entire
operation over to the private sector. The proportions of the operation have
become fairly modest since, of the 1 500 hectares (3 700 acres) which the City
Council’s Master Plan judged as requiring renewal, only 381.6 hectares (approx.
940 acres) have been involved in the operations undertaken between 1955
and January 1, 1970. All the same, this has produced considerable effects
on the entire urban structure of Paris, given the strategic role of the renewed
areas 3.
To be objective, analysis of an urban programme such as the &dquo;Reconquest
of Paris&dquo; cannot be founded on speeches or on planners’ projects, but should
consider, rather, the transformations which it provokes in the areas affected
by it. Based on the social content thus established, the study of the institutional processes whereby the programme is carried out becomes intelligible
for, beyond the descriptions of the actors’ activities, we perceive the social
determination of the interests being catered to by the various agencies 4.
We should at once get rid of the notion of the renewal programme as a
housing programme: the number of dwellings to be demolished is 29 059, to
be replaced by 36 495 while, within the framework of private construction
between 1954 and 1964, in Paris, 6 000 demolished dwellings gave place to
52 500; at the same time, a further 41 000 were constructed without any prior
demolition.
It seems, moreover, that despite urbanists’ intentions, the essential aim of
the present phase of the renewal programme is not, as was the case with some
small operations early in the programme, the elimination of Paris slums.
The Map thus shows the very partial overlap between current renewal operations and the blocs classified in the category of highest degree of insalubrity.
In order to try to determine the specificity of the areas renovated, we have
made a statistical analysis of all the renewal operations completed or under3. It would be
different periods.

relatively arbitrary to treat Parisian renewal en bloc without distinguishing
By carrying out a general analysis, we have placed the emphasis on the

period centering around the "Reconquest of Paris" and which drowns, under its weight,
the first, very limited, period of "Slum Renovation"; furthermore, a study based on the
institutional mechanisms of renewal ought to distinguish, at least, a third period characterized by the importance of private enterprise and of "concerted action". This last phase
of the renewal programme does not, however, differ very greatly, in its social content, from
the objectives of the "Urban Reconquest".
On the other hand, the unit of analysis (Paris-city) is justified by its historical and ecological specificity and, above all, by the utterly exceptional conditions of its administrative
status, which enables us to see, in this particular case, certain urbanistic orientations directly
expressed by the highest authority in the political apparatus.
4. The inquiry into the urban renewal of Paris was carried out, under our direction, by
a team consisting of Catherine Dessane, Henri Delayre, Francis Godard, Chantal O’Callaghan, G&eacute;rard Puig and Catherine Skoda. A preliminary, partial account was given in
Sociologie du travail 4, 1970. The report on the research, written by Francis Godard, will
appear in the form of a collective work, to be published in 1972.
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Map. Renewal and insalubrious blocs

way (on January 1, 1970) for which data were available (i.e., 23 out of a total
of 30 operations). On the basis of this analysis 5, it was established that:
1) Even concerning those areas with a higher than average proportion of rundown and overcrowded dwellings, the most marked specification is supplied
by the social categories occupying them rather than by their physical state
(areas with a high proportion of Algerians and semi-skilled and unskilled
workers and a very low proportion of occupants from the professional and
executive strata.
2) There is a direct rank correlation between the size of the operation and these
social stratification variables along with an inverse correlation between the
size of the operation undertaken and the variables concerning the level of
housing deterioration. That is to say, the more insalubrious the district,
the smaller the operation, while the more the district is inhabited by lower
social strata the greater the dimensions of the renewal programme.
5. For details of this analysis see: Groupe de Sociologie Urbaine de Nanterre, "Paris
1970: Reconquete urbaine et r&eacute;novation
d&eacute;portation", Sociologie du travail 12 (4), 1970,
pp. 488-514.
&mdash;
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Finally, the central arrondissements of Paris, which are among the most
dilapidated, are barely affected by the programme.
Furthermore, as against the explicitly stated goals of the Master Plan,
the renewal programme is not going to make any significant contribution
to an improvement in the capital’s public facilities, that is, if one is to believe
certain partial results, which we have obtained, despite the difficulties in evaluating programmes whose essential portions have not yet been completed.
Concerning two essential facilities (schools and open spaces), it will be
seen, from an analysis of programmes supplied by the renewal bodies themselves, and from our (deliberately under-estimated) projections that:
1) The renewal programme is not providing any new school facilities, limiting
itself to covering, at an average threshold, the needs of the new population.
In certain cases (the 13th and 19th arrondissements) it is even taking advantage
of already existing facilities (slightly less over-crowded than elsewhere) thus
saturating them to the same level as in the rest of Paris.
2) 56% of the renewed surface will be below the Paris average in open space
(0.8 m2 per inhabitant) and 21% will be above the current average but without
reaching the minimum facility threshold laid down by the Master Plan itself.
What, then, is the social logic behind this programme?
To discover this we have studied, on the one hand, the social and functional
characteristics of the area before its renewal from the point of view of their
specificity in relation to Paris as a whole; on the other hand, instead of the
post-renewal area (which only exists very partially so far) we have studied
the social, functional and symbolic (the latter in outline only) content of current renewal programmes, where these prefigure the areas being constructed.
First, the Paris area was divided into three operational categories defined by
the variables chosen as indicators of social status, physical environment, economic function or political-institutional orientation. Next, the renewal operations now underway were attributed to these categories, using the number
of hectares under renewal as the statistical unit. To study the content of the
renewal programmes we have also selected a certain number of variables
(for example, the proportion of HLM housing 6 to the total number of dwellngs constructed within the operation) and distributed the totality of operaitions in surface units among the different categories of each variable.
Rather than give a detailed commentary on the tables corresponding to
each analysis, we present a single, condensed table, whose advantage lies in
its power of synthesis and whose inconvenience lies in its complexity (cf.
Table 1). It is derived from systematic cross-tabulation of the principal results
of the two series of observations we have just set out: the distribution of renewal

housing, constructed, administered and allocated by a publicly financed
body, the OHLM (Office des Habitations &agrave; Loyer Mod&eacute;r&eacute;). The teim HLM
has been adopted in every day language.
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Table. 1 Social logic

of the urban

probabilities of occurrence
functional characteristics of space c

renewal programme :

*Counting procedure : N Number of hectares renewed or in course of renewal (381 ha).
Probabilities of occurrence : Cells divided by N. Standardization : N
1. Construction
of variables: a) Pre-renewal space variables: see note 5; b) Functional characteristics of
urban renewal operations: each operation has been ranked in comparison with the content
of the renewal programme as a whole.
=

=
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of renewal. Cross tabulation of pre-renewal characteristics of renewed space and
allocation in urban renewal operation *

Acknowledgement : This table was elaborated by Francis Godard.
Sources : The population and housing data were taken from the 1962 census. The figures
concerning the arrondissements and ilots (census tracts or blocs) were obtained from INSEE
(Institut National de la Statistique et des I~tudes Lonomiques).
Data for the spatial variables were found in: J. Beaujeu and J. Basti6, Atlas de la Region
Parisienne, Paris, Berger-Levrault, 1967; in the Schéma directeur de la ville
documents available at APUR (Atelier Parisien d’Urbanisme).

de Paris and in

The years of reference are the following for the different indicators for &dquo;urban structure&dquo;:
1962
&dquo;Office density&dquo;, &dquo;Industrial density&dquo;.
1962-68 &dquo;Office space increase&dquo;, &dquo;Outflow of industry&dquo;.
1966
The four indicators concerning commercial equipment, the &dquo;m6tro facility&dquo; indicator and the square meter price of dwellings.
The electoral data for the &dquo;institutional system&dquo; indicators concern the municipal and
parliamentary elections of 1966 and 1967.
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1. Proportion of daily to occasional consumption shops.
2. This indicator is based on the number of shop employees per thousand inhabitants.
3. M6tro facility: an index based on network density and proximity to stations.
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4. UDR (Union des Ddmocrates pour la Ve R6publique, the Gaullist party) &dquo;safety&dquo;
is based on proportion of votes cast for the party in the two parts of elections.
5. &dquo;Stronghold&dquo; indicates that party obtains a majority of votes without dependence on
electoral alliances.
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7
among the values of the variables characterizing the Paris area
and the distribution of these operations among the values of the variables
characterizing the content of the renewal programmes underway. This,
then, is an indirect manner of comparing the pre-renewal area with what one
might be justified in taking to be the content of the renewed space.
Table 1 above is a probability table. We know how many renovated hectares correspond to each category of the entire programme defined in relation
to the different variables dealt with. Since we dispose of the marginals
for each cross-tabulation we can deduce the values for all the cells and by
standardizing them relative to the total area renewed, we obtain the proportion
of surface renewed possessing both characteristics at the same time. By
comparing the various probabilities among them, we can deduce the quantitative differential influence of each element relative to the renewal scheme,
and thus approach the discovery of its meaning. The marginal probabilities
resume, comparatively, the differentiation introduced by each probability
into the renewal scheme. We can thus make a very summary comparison
of the respective influence of each factor 8.
For example, let i be the characteristic &dquo;high proportion of Algerians in the
area before renewal&dquo; (with its complementary i) and j the characteristic &dquo;high
proportion of municipal housing in the programme&dquo; (with its complementary j).
By dichotomising and cross-tabulating, we obtain the following schema (see
p. 105) in which Pij is the probability of renewal of a certain urban sector of
type i affected by an operation whose characteristic is j.
It is clear that the &dquo;probabilities&dquo; merely extrapolate from current trends
and that they are not &dquo;ineluctable&dquo;. They serve, however, to reveal the relative importance of the renewal programme in relation to the different elements studied. We shall not comment the Table in detail, but will limit ourselves to spelling out the social significance which emerges.
What is immediately striking is the systematic tendency of renewal logic
to act as an extension of &dquo;spontaneous&dquo; trends (i.e., determined along the
general lines of social evolution) in the urban system of the Paris region;
this is so at all levels.

operations

7. Construction of variables : 1) The arrondissements of Paris are ranked according to
the values of each variable studied (e.g., proportion of Algerian Muslims in the population
); 2) The cutting-points of the distribution are determined, and
residing in the arrondissement
by classifying the arrondissements in three classes (High, Low, Medium), a scale is obtained
for each variable; 3) Finally, each renewal operation is attributed to a class according to
its location.
8. The quantified causal influence of each of the variables on the volume of the renewal
programme cannot be established by simple, or even partial correlations, to the extent that
all the variables are heavily inter-correlated. Consequently, the establishment of a "path
analysis" model, which would be an appropriate tool for this measurement, comes up against
enormous technical problems (with regard to the multiplicity of connexions between a large
number of variables) which we have yet to resolve.
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It develops and accentuates residential segregation, extending the occupation
of the city of Paris by the higlrer social strata, forcing the lower classes into
the zmder-equipped suburbs. This model of urban segregation, linked to the
cultural, historical and functional role of Paris, is tending increasingly to reduce
to secondary importance the historical east/west opposition.
Still more important is the fact that the renewal programme not only facilitates the reproduction of the specialization of productive space but even
accentuates this process. Even though the constant increase in office surface
become a gigantic tertiary centre
is above all, tfre expression
of labotir and of the constitlltion of the great monopoly capitalist
organizations, this tendency is nonetheless considerably reenforced by the
activities of the agencies responsible for the renewal programme.
The current consecration and development of Parisian &dquo;centrality&dquo;
which is now being extended to the whole of the city and is affecting the Region
and the whole of the country, Europe not being beyond the reach of its ambitions
has made it necessary to regulate the channels of functional exchange, urban
flux and creation of commercial centres. The transport programme, established at District level 9, takes care of the first aspect; the launching of the
new commercial centres (which, it is hoped, will at the same time grow into
cultural symbolic senders, disseminating consumption values) devolves upon
the renewal programme. This whole development is in line with current social
trends, i.e., following the spatial logic of the most dynamic sectors of international monopoly capitalism.
Finally, the few elements available to us concerning urban symbolism also
point in the direction of the reproduction of social tendencies at the level of
urban forms with the qualification, however, that these are the most advanced
in Paris

-

now

-

of the division

-

-

9. The District de la R&eacute;gion Parisienne is
the Prime Minister.

an

administrative

authority depending directly

on
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tendencies within the dominant

logic. In this way, for example, towers, the
of
those
forms
most
with technocratic values (modernity,
charged
expression
efficiency, rationality) will take precedence over conservative forms (stonefaced buildings, for example).
The &dquo;Reconquest of Paris&dquo; constitutes, then, without any doubt, an intervention by the State apparatus in space, aimed at tlre extended reproduction of
the Paris Region’s urban system, in terms of its &dquo;centrality&dquo;, of the higher
level of tlte productive machine and of urban stratification.
3.

Why urban

renewal in Paris : the

political background of urban planning

The problem now facing us is why State intervention should be necessary
in order to give further impetus to the development of social trends whose
strength is already observable. If it is true that the over-concentration of
central functions necessitates some regulatory intervention, the renewal programme appears, rather, to act as an accelerator of the process. Consequently,
rather than a response to a crisis in the urban system, it appears to be an initiative emanating primarily from the State apparatus and should hence be
examined from the point of view of the internal logic of politics.
Since administrative (or, more generally, State) intervention can be analysed
in terms of its impact on the economy, on the politico-institutional structure
(i.e., itself), on ideology or, more directly, on social relations, the totality of
its significance can be laid bare within the relationship between urban renewal
and the various institutions mentioned. Our research necessarily becomes
far more hesitant at this point, but we would like to suggest some hypotheses
liable to spark off the debate.
Since the renewal programme is producing no new impact on the economy
or on the functioning of the Paris Region’s urban structure, in which it limits
itself, rather, to broadening existing trends, some people might conclude that
this constitutes a simple case of the large organizations and real estate firms
heavily influencing the urban planning bodies. Such a direct assimilation
of politico-administrative institutions to private economic interests, even if
it has a certain historical foundation, seems to us to be a little too schematic,
leaving the essential role of the State out of account. To progress further
with our analysis, we must broaden the logic of this intervention beyond simple
reproduction of Parisian space, i.e., we must consider the effects produced
on the other institutions.
On the level of the institutional system, one certain effect of the renewal
programme has been to modify the orientation of the electorate through population change: the renewal programme has been striking, above all, those zones
where the left is well established and the majority is either outnumbered or threatened. It is clear that electoral behaviour is linked to the social characteristics
of the resident population (workers, low income level, etc.) and that its modiDownloaded from http://ssi.sagepub.com at SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIV on February 13, 2007
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fication is not intentionally a prime consideration. Nonetheless, the replacement of workers by executives produces the anticipated effect on the city’s
political representation which is obviously socially highly significant. It
remains to be explained, however, just why electoral control of the city of
Paris is such an important issue.
We can further strengthen our understanding of the &dquo;Reconquest of Paris&dquo; by
introducing in the analysis the role played by prestige operations on the level
of the diffusion of ideological messages. The signifying of France’s new
greatness and the confirmation of the choice of Paris as place of residence of
the headquarters of large, European-scale companies seem to combine to make
Paris a show-case both of a certain prosperity and of a strong capacity for
State initiative at the level of environmental improvement, consecrating Paris’
position as business centre and cultural sender for the whole of Europe.
Nonetheless, the ideological labelling of an area is never an end in itself,
insofar as ideological sending only exists through the effect it produces on its
audience. In other words, this effect of ideological demonstration, as well
as the interference with the composition of the Paris electorate, seems to be
aimed at acting on social relations, i.e., on the linking up of the content of
Paris with the dynamic of social classes. We enter, here, into the world of
the hypothetical, but all analysis seems to converge on this point, one which
is far harder to grasp, concretely, than any of the findings established up to
now.
In short, why do class relations depend on the occupation of a certain
area? Why is it significant that the majority (Gaullist) controls the city of
Paris rather than the suburbs or the provinces ?
We will venture to advance two hypotheses.

1) The first concerns the political conjuncture in France. Since 1958, the ruling
classes have attempted, under the protection of a great leader, to create a
stable hegemonic party, with roots in the population and the electorate. If
this electoral base has been established, through a variety of subtle combinations
made possible by strategically suitable conjunctures, the party still very definitely lacks roots in all strata of the population, especially at the local level.
The municipal councils are in the hands of the working classes and their representatives, or in those of the traditional bourgeoisie and petite-bourgeoisie.
It has become a matter of urgency to possess solid local ramifications now
that the charismatic leader is dead, so that a majority party can be solidly
constructed on some base other than arbitrage between the different currents
in French political life. The electoral assault on the large provincial cities
has to be made from the outside, as in the case of Toulouse, or by means of
a pact with the system of local domination, as for instance in Lyon.
Paris,
however, which is not administratively autonomous vis-a-vis the government,
offers a privileged terrain for long-term action, gradually transforming the
city, then allowing a wide degree of local initiative in order, at the appropriate
moment, to have a base of popular support for a great &dquo;modern&dquo; party.
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2) We should also take into account the role played by Paris in the history
of political conflict in France. One thinks immediately of the Commune,
but, closer to us in time, the May 1968 movement was narrowly linked to its
Paris environment; the initial support of the population, its partial change of
heart later, played a very great part in the events. But, it may be asked, why
should this struggle take place in the central part of the city rather than in
factories, for example, or the working class suburbs?
If we restrict the May movement to its most radical expression, the leftist
movement, it may be said that the importance of Paris stems from the particular conditions of its organization or, rather, its disorganization. The
slogan &dquo;Power lies in the streets&dquo; was not only an ideological keynote, it was
In other words, the movement, in its fragmented state (then
a rallying cry.
as now), saw the occupation of the streets, demonstrations and public concentrations as the only organic forms it could adopt, in the absence of any &dquo;hegemonic&dquo; party or &dquo;political front&dquo;.
Consequently, a Paris occupied by the higher social strata, a showcase of
comfort and modernity, is a Paris cut off from potential outbursts of protest,
which will be doomed to oscillate between a scattering of struggles among
a variety of trouble spots and direct confrontation with the forces of repression
in the political isolation of a transformed capital.
Obviously, there is no question of a highly clairvoyant ruling class consciously planning all this, but it does seem as though the effects of the renewal
programme are pointing in this direction; in consequence they are perceived
as positive in other forms, sometimes veiled by the ideology of those in whose
interest the programme is working. Even if the representatives of a social
class are not always capable of recognizing themselves, the class itself discovers
its interests, in the sense that its logic unconsciously tends to sweep aside anything that is not useful to it.
On the other hand, the renewal programme is not that alone. It is, above
an enlarged reproduction of the Paris Region’s urban system in the direction described and, in this respect, it fulfills the social logic underlying the
economic structure of the Paris Region. What needs to be explained is why
there is coincidence between economic and class interests directly expressed,
spatially, in the logic of the State apparatus, to which we attribute a relative
autonomy. We think this coincidence and mutual strengthening can be
explained by the effects of the renewal programme on social relations, in other
words by its redoubled effects on the economy, the politico-institutional
structure and on ideology.
Finally, it is true that it is a long way from the modest proportions of the
renewal programme to the scale of the implicit objectives we are attributing
to it. But the programme is playing a pilot role, opening the breach in the
working class quartiers and creating the conditions in which private enterprise
can continue and multiply its activities in this direction.
This is the way
in which we should look at the increasingly marked tendency to hand over

all,
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private contractors and at the development of &dquo;concerted action&dquo; procedures lo.
Schema 1 (see p. 109) summarizes
&dquo;schematically&dquo;, certainly both
the significance of the renewal process such as we have described it and the
hypotheses advanced in order to discover the missing links in the chain.
What we have analyzed up to now is the tendential social logic of an urban
planning operation. But a society is not a reproduction of structurally dominant social tendencies. It is also a locus of change, collective mobilization
or the defence of group interests and, consequently, a confrontation of goals.
All the same, this mobilization does not occur in a social vacuum: it threads
itself into the web of a structurally determined set of problems. Having
grasped the social significance of Parisian renewal, in the sense of a process
taking place within a certain structural logic, we must analyse how it has been
deflected by the activities of groups and social forces whose developmental
logic differs from that which lies behind the renewal programme. We should
also analyse how the content of this programme affects the organization and
development of social movements for whom this is at issue.
to

-

-

~
-

4. The reverse side of the urban renewal programme:
from protest to social movement

,

-;

The movements protesting the impact of the Paris renewal programme are
both too hesitant and too diversified for us to be able to synthesize their meaning
and produce a theoretical interpretation. Their detailed description being,
on the other hand, too complex to be exposed within the framework of this
article, we have decided to summarize the fundamental traits of the different
conflicts which developed around a single sector of the renewal programme in
order to demonstrate the emergence and transformation of these new types
of social movement through the example of one case.
There is no question of generalizing from this, but observations carried out
on other Parisian sectors permit us to consider the mechanisms observed as
characteristic of a specific process : the fight against the renewal programme
and, in particular, the fight for the right to housing threatened by the programme 11.
10. The proc&eacute;dures d’action concert&eacute;es have been introduced to establish a decision-making
process with the participation of the government agencies, public and private builders and
private owners of urban land and of present and future housing.
11. The data derives from a study we are in the process of conducting in collaboration
with Fran&ccedil;oise Lentin, at the Centre d’&Eacute;tude des Mouvements Sociaux (CEMS), &Eacute;cole
Pratique des Hautes &Eacute;tudes. We would like to thank her for her permission to reproduce
this partial communication of our work.
Given the themes and circumstances of the survey, we have systematically omitted all
concrete details liable to permit any identification of the places or persons in question.
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The sector

have chosen for our analysis, which we will call &dquo;Cit6-ducertain specific characteristics (social and ecological).
Table 2 summarizes the most important characteristics of the whole sector
and of the two quartiers of the sector in which the process studied took place.
we

Peuple&dquo;, presents

Table 2.

Socio-economic characteristics and living conditions in the &dquo;Citédu-Peuple&dquo; in relation to the Paris average and in the two quarters
in relation to the &dquo;Cité-du-Peuple&dquo; as a whole, in 1962.

’

(Indexes of differentiation)*

Corresponding percentage value in larger
unit of reference
Consequently, 0 means

no

difference; +

area

or

-

used

as

indicate the direction of the difference.

It is an old lower class quartier, with a high proportion of workers, a heavy
concentration of ethnic communities and immigrant labourers. The site
offers some considerable advantages for any eventual high-class housing scheme, and its proximity to the expanding business district creates the basic
conditions for an &dquo;urban reconquest&dquo; operation aimed at changing the physical, social, functional and symbolic aspects of land occupation.
Two types of urban renewal have followed in succession: the first, starting
slowly in 1958 was aimed at the demolition of a few insalubrious blocs, in a
particularly run-down condition. The second movement, which began to
pick up speed around 1965-1966 and which is currently in full-swing, aimed, above all at the kind of transformation typical of &dquo;urban reconquest&dquo; operations.
The accentuation of this orientation and, consequently, the speeding up
in the preoccupations
and demands
of the rate of construction,
shift
provoked ataSAN
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of the population concerned. The demand for decent housing at a reasonable
rent and close to the place of work has taken second place in the face of the
threat of expulsion, in face of the overriding fear of finding oneself without
lodging, obliged to accept quarters in transit housing facilities.
From spontaneous reactions to organized intervention, whether political
or focussed on specific demands, a certain mobilization took place around
the question of being able to remain in one’s dwelling so long as no satisfactory offer, in terms of a combination of dimensions, comfort, price and location had been received. What was at issue in all the different actions engaged
in, in the Cit6-du-Peuple, was a common factor, namely the contradiction between, on the one hand, the housing conditions of the population concerned
and, on the other, the Paris urban renewal project (on the social, functional
and symbolic levels) adapted to the benefit of the real-estate promoters. However, the first pole (concerning the &dquo;population&dquo;) covers a diversity of situations
(tenant, lodger, owner, co-owner, shopkeeper, etc.) and can ultimately be
broken down into terms of intense contradictions (for example, between owners
and tenants).
If the objective issues coincide, the particularities of the social base concerned in each sector and the type of intervention originating the mobilization process produce a variety of forms of struggle, depending on a large range of
political situations and urban structures. It is this ensemble of specific
processes that we are trying to explain, basing ourselves, in particular, on an
analysis of the two quartiers of the Cit6-du-Peuple in which the mobilization
was more marked than elsewhere and where a variety of orientations underwent trial by practice. The quartiers, which we have called Square Gaieté
and Presqu’ile, are quite distinct from one another, as appears from their
characterization in Table 2.

Defending tlte worker’s everyday life : &dquo;Square

Gaieté&dquo;

Square Gaiete was, for several years, the meeting place for all the protest actions
of the quartier. These have centred, above all, around the demand for the
construction of low-rent housing in the sector. Having been backed up by
nation-wide tenants’ association, the protest actions were powerfully aided
the ever-growing threat which the renewal programme posed to the inhabitants of the quartier.
For over five years, up till 1966-1967, weekly mobilizations took place,
with door-to-door campaigns, petitions, delegations and numerous meetings
backed by the parties and the unions, even going to the lengths of street demonstrations with the participation of thousands of inhabitants.
At the present time, the 2 000 odd HLM dwellings have been constructed
and occupied in the place provided for. At first sight, then, this broad protest
action, demanding the construction of low-rent housing which began with an
essentially working class mobilization confronting the public authorities
a

by
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(the Prefect, the Paris City Council, the OHLM responsible for public facilities
and housing) has been successful and that on the occasion of the urban renewal
process. What concerns us, here, is to establish the meaning of this kind
of action as a social process and, consequently, to measure its impact in terms
of the actors themselves and of the entire social dynamic thus engaged.
The essential point is the following: if HLM housing was in fact constructed
(one half the number demanded during the protest campaign) the immense
majority of the quartier’s threatened population, the broad base of the mobilization, was not rehoused in these dwellings. The reason for this is quite simple:
it stems from the administrative mechanism for the attribution of HLM
must adhere to a waiting list which covers the entire département. Consequently, the housing obtained by the struggle of the Cit6-duPeuple’s residents was given to badly housed families from any part of Paris
who had been waiting for years. There is, then, an incompatibility between
the basis for mobilization and the possible response to the claims, since the
Administration cannot bypass the attributive mechanism. Hence, if it is
clear that we can envisage local actions taking position on broad policy issues
(in the same way that the workers in one factory can strike in order to defeat
a national stabilisation plan) we should remember that the mobilization’s
raison d’etre was to supply dwellings for a group of people fighting an expulsion
procedure. It was this situation which underlay the capacity for mobilization.
There was, however, a demand which would have been capable of reestablishing the link between the situation underlying the problem and the goal
to be attained: the request for a multiple-stage operation within the framework of each operation under the renewal programme. In other words,
construction prior to demolition, on the same sites, in order to rehouse the
expelled families at reasonable rents. This kind of demand, however, runs
completely counter to the very foundations of the whole renewal undertaking
which is aimed, above all, at solidly transforming the quartier and introducing
a strong consumption dynamic (which would require greater purchasing power)
along with a symbolic labelling (linked to the social status of the residents).
Here, then, is an issue in which residents threatened with expulsion are directly
confronted with the powerful machine of the Paris urban renewal programme.
This demand certainly figured prominently in the campaign we have just
described. But, its nature being very different from the simple demand for
the construction of HLM housing (which barely touched the renewal programme itself), it would have been necessary to raise the struggle to a far higher
level in order to succeed. Was this impossible? Whether this was so or
not, &dquo;there was a certain wavering&dquo; (cf interviews with militants) following
this first victory-failure. As the renewal programme advanced and expulsion
orders were issued, rehousing took priority over all other considerations.
Since it was impossible to envisage a collective solution within the framework of the renewal programme, the tenants’ association was reduced to an
intermediary and advisory role throughout a whole series of individualist

housing, which
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and divided negotiations which, apparently, resulted in the rehousing of a
number of the expelled residents: some of them in the HLM dwellings
constructed in the programme, some elsewhere in Paris, others still in the suburbs. In all cases, however, the rehousing took place on an individual
basis, with or without the association’s backing and without any overall rejection of expulsion, since &dquo;one can’t defend slums&dquo;. Most of the association’s
militants were rehoused and the new militants, in 1968-1970, were drawn, for
the most part, from among new arrivals to the large HLM complex; the
demands of the latter were fairly specific and not at all connected with the

good

expulsion problem.
Following this filtering

and rehousing process and when the bulk of the
renewal programme was already underway, there remained, in Square Gaiet6,
a rump of people who had not left, either because they were unable to, because
they did not feel directly threatened or because they were determined to
&dquo;profit&dquo; as long as possible from the low rents they were paying, even at
the risk of having to find alternative housing in a hurry if they were forcibly
expelled by the authorities.
Onto this rump, of which the Impasse Philippe was a typical example, was
grafted a new mobilizatory intervention at the moment wben the tenants’
association backed out of the affair.
Behind this intervention there was a group of students in one of the faculties
who, in the context of agitation at the university, decided to work systematically
on the Cit6-du-Peuple, attempting simultaneously to grasp a social situation
in concrete terms, and to set in motion a political process that would involve
the inhabitants of the quartiers. Street agitation, speeches in the market
denouncing the promoters’ control over the renewal programme marked
the movement’s search for a point of contact. The students thought they
had found it in the defence of residents then under threat of forced eviction.
They carried out an inquiry, discovering that the most dramatic case was
that of the concierges, who did not qualify for rehousing. The renewal
agency was no philanthropist; when there was no legal obstacle, it resorted
to sheer force. To protest this, the students occupied the oflices of the renewal
agency. The police intervened, but there were no arrests. The concierges
were, however, temporarily rehoused in a nearby building.
Based on the response to this initiative throughout the quartier (in general,
it was well received, since the concierges’ affair was considered a scandal)
the students undertook a systematic campaign, especially in an ecologically
well-delimited unit, the Impasse Philippe, bordering on the sites under renewal
and which still contained a few dozen families directly threatened with expulsion. When the letters arrived, warning the residents of impending expulsion
procedures, the Action Committee intervened, sticking posters on the walls
of the Impasse and a door to door campaign was carried out, soliciting signatures for a collective petition requesting information from the renewal agency
concerning the date and form of eviction-rehousing.
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&dquo;We made this proposition because

we had noticed that the one preoccuthe inhabitants of the Impasse was, precisely, to know just how
the renewal agency planned to deal with them (o quelle sauce I’organisme
rinovateur voulait les manger) and the latter had left them in total ignorance,
so as to make them more ready to accept whatever was offered them, but
something on which they could count&dquo; (Internal report of Action Committee).
Meanwhile, the agency sent a letter to each of the tenants, making a certain number of very circumstantial propositions, specific to each case. The
individualization of the problem provoked some disinterest in relation to the
collective letter, which was signed by only ten tenants who, moreover, were
never able to meet together.
With each household dealing with its problem
separately, the Action Committee lost contact and its activities were finally
diluted. A direct and systematic survey carried out among tenants in the
Impasse who remained there three months later reveals practically no trace
of this intervention, neither in the tenants’ memories nor in their practice,
other than in stray remarks referring to &dquo;some leftists I kicked out&dquo;.
A variety of circumstantial elements may, in part, explain the collapse of
this action: the fact that the Action Committee came from outside the quartier, amateurishness, and lack of regular hours of attendance. More important, however, is the fact that the students arrived at the end of the process,
when the game was up and the most militant residents had already left; the
base was weak and the operation was at its culminating stage. All the same,
it might just as well have been argued that this was the right moment to organize a new style of resistance to expulsion and, in fact, what seems characteristic to us is the existence of very concrete demands and an institutional style
of action on the part of the tenants (petition, etc.) together with the appearThere was,
ance of overtly ideological language and spectacular side shows.
in fact, oscillation, but no junction, between the outburst against the injustice and the protest campaign within the framework of the law as carried on
by the tenants’ association previously.
It must be once again kept in mind that the Action Committee had no local
roots and also that the inhabitants’ most recent experience was that of individualization of the problems following a protest action based on demands with
limited means, juxtaposed with ideological protest oriented towards external,
minority actions, was exposed by its very logic to repression and, finally, to
indifference. The total collapse of the Action Committee was relatively

pation of all

logical.
old people, the blind who know
What is left at the Impasse Philippe
nothing but this street shortly to be demolished, large families about to move
into transit housing facilities, owners trying to squeeze the last drop of profit
out of their property
all this belongs to another world, the world of deporreverse
of
the new Paris.
the
face
tation,
-

-
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Protest from the bottom : claims and the

mass

line at

Presqu’ile

While the same in general terms, the affair here was more dramatic. Firstly, the population is marked by a clear predominance of semi-skilled and
unskilled workers, immigrant labourers and ethnic communities. On the
other hand, the condition of dwellings, here, was far more rundown than
in the Cit6-du-Peuple as a whole (cf Table 2). And yet, the renewal programme was a good deal less advanced than in the Square Gaiet6. Was this
due to greater population resistance? In part, this was so, since this sector
had been a spearhead for the protest struggle throughout the Cit6-du-Peuple
over a period of several years and since, moreover, a Committee of BadlyHoused Families had been formed in the sector, linked to the tenants’ association but focussed on the specificity of the situation in the area, which consisted in a fusion of measures towards protection against expulsion and the
demand for decent housing. Here, the renewal programme was viewed
not unfavourably, provided it was beneficial to the inlzabitants, in terms of the
interpretation of the base made up of very low social strata, particularly sensitive to the kind of discriminatory practices liable to be used against them in
The appropriate demand,
an environment over which they have no control.
then, was that for a multiple stage operation with special arrangements (rehousing, for example, of part of the population elsewhere in the arrondissement
if it were not possible to achieve this on the site, construction of a home for
the aged, etc.). There was a very intense mobilization of some of the inhabitants around this objective (immigrants and ethnic communities such as the
North-African Jews remaining outside). Meetings took place over a long
period of time, inhabitants successfully resisted expulsion threats (such as
the old woman who lived for a year in the still remaining part of a house,
under the debris of a construction site, until she was rehoused...) and petitions
received huge numbers of signatures (700 signatures in one morning). Delegations presented these demands to the City Council and to the Prefecture;
but the reply was to come from the OHLM, on the one hand, and from the
renewal agency on the other. The former claimed that it had no legal authority
to give preference to the inhabitants of Presqu’ile in order to rehouse them
in the arrondissement. For the renewal agency, there was no alternative
but rehousing elsewhere. For the site itself, the overall plan allowed for only
135 HLM dwellings. This was all that was obtained following this mobilization, even though 2 500 dwellings would have to be replaced. However,
at one moment it had been far from certain that the 135 HLM dwellings would
be built, since they were not at the top of the list of priorities. Furthermore,
on the plans these dwellings were located on the site of the present chapel,
whose demolition was being opposed by the Archbishopric. There is a
whiff of Machiavellianism about this aspect of the overall plan. It provoked
a religious split in the Committee, the lay majority preferring to accept this
promise rather than nothing at all, while the Catholic minority refused to
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fight for the demolition of the chapel which, in the renewal time-table
indispensable prior to the carrying out of this mini-operation in stages.

was

Confrontation was inevitable, the inhabitants determined to stay, in the
first phase, while the renewal agency did its utmost to reduce the only serious
localized resistance in the entire arrondissement.
There is no point in detailing the intimidatory measures employed: windows
walled-up as soon as a departure had been secured, frequent robberies (or
attempted robberies), poor maintenance of streets and irregular garbage collection (except in the face of energetic demands), intimations concerning the
growing difficulty of finding satisfactory alternative housing, etc. Above
all, the renewal agency devised the segmentation of the operation in such
a way as to fragment opposition by spreading out the operation in time and
space.
The conflict was too sharp for the demands to be imposed with ease. Despite the multiplicity of institutional approaches, on this occasion, this type
of action did not carry the necessary weight. The report of the tenants’
association made in June 1970, regarding the final interviews with the responsible authorities is the account of a failure. Apart from a hostel with 80 rooms
and the 135 HLM dwellings promised at the outset, nothing was obtained.
The exodus began and, in a few months, more than 1 000 homes were left
empty as a result of individual arrangements, sometimes negotiated with the
moral and legal support of the Committee, but always from an unfavourable
negotiating position. Those who remained behind are those who, on the one
hand, do not consider themselves to be in immediate danger (this concerns
that part of the quartier which belongs to the second phase of the operation).
The other category remaining is that of the few militants, including those
who were unable to leave and whose problem is reaching desperation point.
A representative example of the latter is provided by the account of a visit
we made: &dquo; The head of the Committee, a devoted militant, very well established in the quartier, admits to being discouraged on the local level, while still
launching fights in the arrondissement as a whole.&dquo; (Visit, boarding-house,
10th Nov.)
A new type of intervention is growing up in these conditions and in the desperation arising out of them; the most significant example of this is the evolution of the struggle in one of the zones of Presqu’ile, rue de la Boue.
Rue de la Boue is a slum inhabited, for the most part, by unskilled workers
and North-African Jews. The Committee of Badly-Housed Families was
not well established there, largely due to cultural barriers. And yet, housing
conditions were worse than anywhere else, especially since there was a great
risk of collapse, and health conditions were well below minimum standards
(large numbers of rats, for example). The inhabitants were, moreover, threatened with expulsion. They wanted to leave; how could they not, living in
such conditions for 10, 15 or even 20 years? Yet, with the exception of a very
conditions. They wanted
to leave under just any
few cases, theyDownloaded
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to remain in Paris and, in the case of the Jewish community, they wanted
to stay together. Originating from Tunisia, these Jews insisted on staying

in

a

quartier where they could work and live among Jews (the employers belong-

ing, for the most part,
since the 1930’s) and

to the Ashkenazi

community, established in the area
could
they
preserve links within the group.
Their financial means, however, were extremely limited and they were in less
of a position than anyone else to reject the suburbs. And still they remained.
Like the aged, the families of yugoslav labourers, like the large families and
the handicapped semi-skilled workers, living crowded together, they were
refused rehousing in HLM dwellings because the administrative inquiry
shows that &dquo;they are not clean&dquo;.
In this situation a new organization intervened, directly centred on political
protest, and which presented itself as such to the inhabitants. Composed of
young workers and proletarianized students living in the quartier, it laboured,
above all, to establish a day-to-day relationship with the inhabitants. For
example, they helped carry out repairs, they organized games for the children
who were to be the best propagandists for the Committee - they proposed
to improve a muddy no-man’s-land in order to turn it into a sports field. On
the basis of this contact, maintained through ceaseless door-to-door calls and
through their daily presence, they organized a Defence Committee for the
tenants whose aim was to obtain rehousing in the same quartier at reasonable
rents. Meanwhile, they suggested that the inhabitants carry out repairs,
install facilities in a nearby quartier (they occupied a square, and tried to organize
a day nursery), and that they resist expulsions and attempts at intimidation.
They straightaway linked this kind of demand to the general political struggle.
The renewal agency forced the pace in the rue de la Boue. They allowed
squatters to install themselves in the empty apartments newly arrived Yugoslav
workers whose presence terrified the neighbors. One fine day, a team arrived
to cut off the water. There was a general mobilization. The militants as
well as all the housewives were there and the children alerted the whole neighbourhood. The water was not cut off after all. The police decided not to
intervene.
Interviews with tenants showed the support and sympathy the members
of the Committee enjoyed, &dquo;despite&dquo; their overtly expressed political ties.
If the people do not completely join in with the Committee’s activities, they
feel backed up by its action, in the midst of general abandonment and hostility on the part of the public authorities and administrative services with which
they have had to deal.
But the Committee’s demand (renewal for the benefit of the inhabitants of
the quartier) was out of proportion to the localized resistance thus constituted.
Little by little, energies were dissipated over this point. A meeting called to
discuss ways of stimulating renewal action (approved by the tenants in the
course of door-to-door visits) collapsed through poor attendance.
Children
are directly threatened by the police (&dquo;You’ll spend your whole life in jail
where

-

-
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if you

play with those people there.&dquo;) Some partial collapses produced
general mood of anxiety. The rate of departures speeded up and, for the
short term, it is inevitable that rehousing will be in accordance with individual
formulae (controlled by the renewal agency).
The militants know it. But, for them, there was never any question of their
winning a protest battle whose magnitude clearly exceeded their strength.
&dquo;The main thing is, things have changed in people’s minds.&dquo; The failure
of a protest, then, results in a political radicalization. Is this really so? For
the Committee, consequently, it now became necessary to generalize the struga

the Cit6-du-Peuple and to broaden their action.
A demonstration was held in the market, with photo-placards, posters
and speeches; the process had begun again. Meanwhile, the phases of the
renewal programme are forging ahead, without any great modification in the
original projects. The political struggle, in the strict sense of the term, has
once more gained the upper hand.

gle throughout

The fight for

rehousing

as a

social process

If this account, based on the principal protest actions, has, on occasion,
revealed a certain logic, it is nonetheless clear that we cannot substitute the
description of a mechanism for an explanation of its operation. Our aim
being more to identify the conditions for the emergence of social movements
in the &dquo;urban&dquo; field than to concentrate on a given conjuncture, we shall
attempt to establish, summarily, the principal components of each of these
actions (or of all the actions together, linked around an objective and a mode
of intervention) and to determine their interrelations, especially in terms of
the type of impact produced on the urban structure and on the current state
of social relations.
In Table 3, we shall advance (with all the requisite precautions) a semi-theoretical, semi-descriptive classification of the components of each action.
We are not in a position systematically to interpret the connections which
emerge from this schema. We lack too many connecting links. We can
however, extract some of these, firstly, analytically, between the different elements and then synthetically, by reconstructing the logic of a particular action.

1) Relations between the elements in a protest action
The more a general issue (the threat of expulsion) is backed by a specific
issue (housing conditions), the tougher the confrontation and the more intense
the mobilization (Impasse Philippe). The social force mobilized is always
a specification of the social base but they do not coincide.
This specification is directly provided by the type of organizations and,
consequently, by the demands put forward. Relationship between the social
base and the type of organization ;
-
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-

The

more

working

stronger the local

class the base, and the

roots of the national

more it is ethnically French, the
interest-group organization (e.g.,

tenants’ association).
The lower the social strata of the base, the easier it is for a revolutionary
movement to take root politically (the sine qua non being that it is locally
-

based).
Any

external intervention remains separated from the social base.
The more the adversary is diversified and global, the more chance tl’~re is
that some demands will be successful.
But chances do not vary in terms of demands relative to the renewal programme. Let us say, rather, that the chances of success rise as the dernands
deviate from the programme.
- The greater the correspondence between the immediate interests of the
social base and the demand, the greater the intensity of the action. This correspondence, which is the result of organization, should be understood in the
sense of an immediate material response to the material situation which lies
at its origin.
The urban impact depends directly on the issue and on the level of mobilization. The mechanism is summarized in Schema 2.

-

-

-

-

Schema 2.

Urban impact : relationship between level
and level of mobilization

of

issues

*High / Low on this dimension denotes the extent to which the urban structure is brought
into question (e.g., High: the whole renewal programme).
- The political impact depends on the urban impact, on the level of mobilization and on the type of organization. We can analyse the relationship
between the elements according to Schema 3.

The social determination of actions
We are faced with four actions which we shall deal with in the same order
as in Table 3.
In the first case, the social base, organization, level of mobilization and
demand are compatible, but the resulting political confrontation was deviated
(transformed demand) and, consequently, there was a gap between the final
demand and the initial issue which led to demobilization.

2)

-
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Schema 3. Political irnpact : relationship between urban impact,
level of mobilization and type of organization

In the second case, there was a constant correspondence which resulted
defeat due to the limits of a purely demand-focussed mobilization.
In the third case, beside the particularly unfavourable conjuncture, the
external to the social base and without local roots
type of organization
seems to have conditioned the non-fusion of elements which characterizes
this unsuccessful action.
Finally, in the fourth case, there was a correspondence between the social
base, organization and demands, but the process seems to have ended in a defeat
for the demands (due to the prevailing power relations) which could result
in a political radicalization.
-

in

a

-

-

-

-

5. Conclusion: the interaction between urban renewal and social movements
The results of two other surveys carried out in two large renewal sectors, as
well as a fourth concerning an arrondissement in which the renewal is being
carried out entirely by private bodies, point in the general direction of the
observations we have laid out.
Only the demand for multiple stage operations, claiming rehousing of the
population in the same quartier at reasonable rents, makes it possible to probe
the social base and the social strength and thus to create the conditions for
success.
But this demand, which leads to no change in the social content of
the Paris area, runs directly counter to the direction of the renewal programme
such as we have established it. The issue, consequently, being of great importance, the fight becomes considerably tougher and everything depends on
the prevailing power relations, these being largely a function of the linking
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Table 3.

Analysis of the fight Jo¡

of the urban demand-focussed organizations with the political process.
If the national-scale tenants’ association is sufficiently powerful for it to
be able to attempt a long term battle (it has already done so in certain cases)
its means are very limited in the case of Paris because of the capital’s lack of
administrative autonomy and of the unconditional support afforded by
the Majority in the Paris Council. With barely any means of action within
the institutional system, there remain only agitation and mass demand-focussed movements (e.g., demonstrations, resistance to expulsions, etc.) which
would lead the tenants’ association along a path forbidden to it by the declaration in its statutes of non-involvement in politics.
On the other hand, the only movements ready to engage in agitation
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rehousing

in the

Citi-du-Peuple

on such a level are poorly established in the population, which forces them
into a very long detour, by way of the defence (demand-orientated and legal)
of the inhabitants. These militant groups are, however, above all concerned
with specifically political action giving priority to other battlefronts. Their
fight remains, then, at the level of arousing consciousness, over a limited
period, among the inhabitants of the quartier, but without stirring up longterm mass resistance to the renewal programme.
The characteristics of the programme, concentrating in itself the expression
of urban policy in respect of the capital, constitute such an issue that it weighs
heavily, as indicated, on the formation and orientation of urban social movements in the quartiers of Paris.
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Conversely, the impotence of these movements in relation to the programme’s
stated objectives (which, at best, they may manage to delay) could permit
the deployment of the renewal programme according to its own logic with,
here and there, experiments in political radicalization in certain sectors of
the population committed to an unequal struggle. If the demand-focussed
movement were to become strengthened (this is now happening in two quartiers) we would probably see two immediate consequences upon the content
of the renewal programme:
1) The ideological envelope of the new urban forms would become more
&dquo;social&dquo; and less overtly segregationist and technocratic.
2) Above all, the process of handing over to the private sector would be slowed down, because the administrative authorities would offer an element
of guarantee that the programme would be faithfully carried out.
A real alteration in the current programme (e.g., in the direction of lowrent housing or public facilities) seems to require a prior and complete transformation of the elements of the problem.
Such an outcome does not signify the failure of the nascent urban social
movements in the Paris Region. It is a matter, rather, of a shift in the centres
of conflict (e.g., towards the problem of transport) and, above all, of the social
necessity of their linkage with the general political process.
Thus, urban issues become political issues and the struggle for the environment includes and specifies the class struggle.
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